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	Since its release, Spring Framework has transformed virtually every aspect of Java development including web applications, security, aspect-oriented programming, persistence, and messaging. Spring Batch, one of its newer additions, now brings the same familiar Spring idioms to batch processing. Spring Batch addresses the needs of any batch process, from the complex calculations performed in the biggest financial institutions to simple data migrations that occur with many software development projects.
	
	Pro Spring Batch is intended to answer three questions:  

	
		What? What is batch processing? What does it entail? What makes it different from the other applications we are developing? What are the challenges inherent in the development of a batch process?
	
		Why? Why do batch processing? Why can’t we just process things as we get them? Why do we do batch processing differently than the web applications that we currently work on?
	
		How? How to implement a robust, scalable, distributed batch processing system using open-source frameworks



	Pro Spring Batch gives concrete examples of how each piece of functionality is used and why it would be used in a real-world application. This includes providing tips that the "school of hard knocks" has taught author Michael Minella during his experience with Spring Batch. Pro Spring Batch includes examples of I/O options that are not mentioned in the official user’s guide, as well as performance tips on things like how to limit the impact of maintaining the state of your jobs.
	
	The author also walks you through, from end to end, the design and implementation of a batch process based upon a theoretical real-world example. This includes basic project setup, implementation, testing, tuning and scaling for large volumes.


	What you’ll learn

	
		Batch concepts and how they relate to the Spring Batch framework
	
		How to use declarative I/O using the Spring Batch readers/writers
	
		Data integrity techniques used by Spring Batch, including transactions and job state/restartability
	
		How to scale batch jobs via distributed batch processing
	
		How to handle testing batch processes (Unit and functional)



	Who this book is for

	
		Java developers with Spring experience.
	
		Java Architects designing batch solutions



	More specifically, this book is intended for those who have a solid foundation in the core Java platform. Batch processing covers a wide spectrum of topics, not all of which are covered in detail in this book. Concepts in Java which the reader should be comfortable with include file I/O, JDBC, and transactions. Given that Spring Batch is a framework built upon the open-source IoC container Spring, which will not be covered in this book, it is expected that the reader will be familiar with its concepts and conventions. With that in mind, the reader is not expected to have any prior exposure to the Spring Batch framework. All concepts related to it will be explained in detail, with working examples.
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Dictionary of Computer and Internet Terms (Words R Us Computer Dictionaries) (Volume 1)CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016

	This dictionary contains over 32,000 terms that are specific to Computers and the Internet. Each term includes a definition / description. With more than 750 pages, this dictionary is one of the most comprehensive resources available. Terms relate to applications, commands, functions, operating systems, image processing and networking. No...
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Microsoft .NET RemotingMicrosoft Press, 2002
Learn how to leverage .NET Remoting to build scalable  Internet-based distributed applications!

The Microsoft .NET Framework offers a flexible model for  creating and extending distributed applications through remote object  interaction: .NET Remoting. Discover the ins and outs of this advanced object...
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Designing for the Digital Age: How to Create Human-Centered Products and ServicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Whether you’re designing consumer electronics, medical devices, enterprise Web apps, or new ways to check out at the supermarket, today’s digitally-enabled products and services provide both great opportunities to deliver compelling user experiences and great risks of driving your customers crazy with complicated, confusing...
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The Epistemology of Violence: Understanding the Root Causes of Violence in Schooling (Critical Political Theory and Radical Practice)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		
			This book provides an in-depth, multidisciplinary framework and case-study analysis for understanding the root causes of violence in schooling. Drawing on critical theory, psychology, neuroscience and learning theory, the author provides a holistic analysis of how ‘violent epistemology’ and the ‘non-conducive...
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PowerPoint 2007 Graphics & Animation Made EasyMcGraw-Hill, 2008
Get beyond the basics with PowerPoint 2007

Take your PowerPoint skills to the next level with help from this highly visual, easy-to-follow guide. PowerPoint 2007 Graphics & Animation Made Easy shows you how to enhance your presentations with everything from bullets and tables to dynamic slides that come to...
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Internet Based Workflow Management: Towards a Semantic WebJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Today, an ever-expanding set of human activities, ranging from business processes to healthcare to education and research, is dependent upon the Internet. Most processes involve a workflow, the coordinated execution of multiple activities. In a given application, once the key stages of the workflow have been isolated, an infrastructure to...
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